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Olin O. Oedekoven, Ph.D.
President & CEO
Peregrine Global Services Corporation

InTrODUCTIOn

       Career-ready graduates must possess essential workplace skills required by  
       employers. Such skills include critical thinking, problem-solving, communications,  
       customer service, cultural awareness, professionalism, and leadership (national  
       Association of Colleges & employers [nACe], 2020). Although the focus of most  
       higher education programs is to develop professional and technical knowledge,  
       school officials must also focus on developing soft skills to improve career readiness  
       and thereby address employer needs and community demands (Abbasi et al., 2018).

Kolb (1984) developed the framework for experiential learning, a process by which knowledge is acquired 
through the transformation of personal experience. Kolb and Kolb (2017) explained that experiential 
learning must play a central role in transforming higher education by providing a platform to empower 
learnings and building learning communities. Squire (2006) emphasized that digital experiences such  
as simulations should be goal-based, built on specific components that include learning goals, mission, 
appropriate cover story, the learner as the protagonist, an engaging scenario, appropriate resources,  
and feedback. for experiential simulation to operate within global higher education, it must be readily 
accessible, affordable, scalable,  
and relevant (Squire, 2006).

Koivisto et al. (2015) stressed that  
game-based simulation can facilitate  
higher levels of learning through  
active decision-making and reflection. researchers de freitas  
and neumann (2009) reported that virtual environments  
support exploratory learning, and that role-play was highly  
effective in teaching difficult concepts.

The purpose of this whitepaper is to understand how the  
OneDay experiential learning simulation is used to improve quality in higher education with the development 
of key soft skills, critical thinking, and the formation of business strategy competency. This whitepaper 
includes the perspectives from two leading universities based on their use of OneDay.

Dr. Olin Oedekoven is President & CeO of Peregrine Global Services, an organization he cofounded  
in 2004. Peregrine focuses on developing values-based leaders and improving the quality of higher  
education throughout the world with 500+ client institutions located in 50 countries. Peregrine provides 
online assessment services, blended learning programs, online instructional solutions, and academic  
programs to higher education and business partners.

Dr. Oedekoven has a master’s degree in zoology from the University of Wyoming, a master’s degree in 
strategy from the US Army War College, and an MBA and Ph.D. from northcentral University. Dr. Oedekoven 
has authored four books on leadership, a workbook on assurance of learning, and booklets for supervisors, 
managers, and executives. he has authored journal articles related to higher education, assessment 
management, and natural resource management. Dr. Oedekoven teaches graduate-level courses and has 
chaired doctoral student committees. Dr. Oedekoven was selected as a fulbright Specialist in 2020.

KOlb’S CYClE  
Of ExPEriENtiAl 
lEArNiNG
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OneDay is a multi-episode experiential learning simulation that teaches learners about the concepts of forming 
a strategy. OneDay follows a single character — emma, the protagonist and a young employee of a company 
called north South Airlines — as she navigates through the business environment, gathering information along 
the way from various characters and other information sources.

In the OneDay simulation, learners are evaluated in various forms about concepts related to strategy. They 
review in-course readings, are asked to prioritize what they have learned, make decisions about what strategy 
to implement based on what they learn, and finally, deliver a presentation to the CeO of north South Airlines 
regarding the learner’s selected strategy.

The outcome of OneDay is the choice of a strategy for an airline, supported by qualitative research conducted 
among customers and employees and quantitative analysis of industry reports and financial documents,  
culminating in a presentation of a coherent strategy and supporting actions to the CeO. learners gather and 
build the information they need in episodes 1-5 and then organize that information in episode 6. There is an 
epilogue in the simulation, episode 7, where the learner receives feedback from the CeO.

The simulation is completed as an individual; however, collaboration between learners is encouraged where 
practical. Although OneDay is literally one day in emma’s life, learners will spend at least 12-15 hours to  
complete the simulation. learners can go back and re-start/re-play episodes as often as needed. Assessment 
and feedback are used throughout the simulation.

ONEDAY Strategy 
Simulation

Figure 1. emma (the learner’s character in oneDay) interacts with this customer in episode 1 to  
better understand the customer experience. results are used to teach and assess communications.
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Figure 2. emma (the learner’s character in oneDay) interacts with this employee of north South  
airlines in episode 5 to learn information that will be used to develop the strategy for the acquisition.  
results are used to teach and assess teamwork.

Figure 3. emma (the learner’s character in oneDay) interacts with other team members at north South 
airlines in episode 5. results are used to teach and assess teamwork.
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CUrrICUlUM 
InTeGrATIOn

Simulations are typically team-based, and the learners assume senior-level organizational roles  
external to the online environment and then input data into a system for system-generated 
responses. Interaction and dialogue within the simulation is limited. learners often game-the-
game to find the correct response. Although useful to teach key concepts, such simulations 
have limited effectiveness in developing critical thinking and soft skills.

OneDay is distinct. The simulation framework within OneDay is workplace-focused, more typical 
for an emerging university graduate. The simulation develops key soft skills including customer 
interaction, leadership, time management, and team-based operations. OneDay has built-in  
assessment used by both the learner for continuous feedback and by school officials for assurance 
of learning. OneDay does not offer just a
single, acceptable solution: many viable
options are possible within the simulation,
as long data support them. learners can  
repeat episodes to improve scores.  
OneDay is truly an experiential learning  
solution whereby learners learn by doing.

In higher education, OneDay is inserted  
into an upper-level undergraduate course  
or graduate leveling course and can replace  
a static textbook since technical information 
is embedded within the simulation. employers use OneDay as an activity within a new  
employee orientation program to teach business integration concepts and hone key soft skills.

OneDay opens with an introductory video followed by a few readings, and then the simulation 
begins. The learner assumes the role of the central character, emma, and directs the character 
to interact with others within the simulation. The character is directed to prepare a presentation 
on a targeted strategy to improve the airline’s position. The learner gathers information from 
customers and co-workers within the simulation. The learner is provided with feedback to help 
improve problem-solving and decision-making.

The simulation culminates with the character giving a presentation regarding the selected strategy. 
feedback is given relative to the strategy selected and the interactions the character has had 
towards creating the strategy. The simulation concludes with a final interview and feedback session.

The UnIqUeneSS Of OneDAY
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OneDay was created to help satisfy assurance of learning requirements as prescribed by programmatic and 
institutional accreditation agencies. each episode has embedded assessment, and a total score is derived based 
on the results from the 66 assessment areas. Assessment areas include interaction with people in the simulation, 
learnings obtained, strategy statements, problem-solving, alignment, etc. The 66 assessed areas are mapped to 
the learning outcomes for OneDay and the type of skill development. Collectively, scores represent the critical 
thinking and problem-solving competency levels obtained through the simulation.

external to the simulation but internal to the OneDay learning module, quizzes are used to directly measure 
knowledge gain. Academic program managers also manage quality using Peregrine’s program assessment  
exams that identify trends based on learning outcomes.

Peregrine maintains such results in aggregate that schools use for academic benchmarking (Oedekoven et al., 2019).

eDUCATIOnAl IMPACT

Figure 4. emma (the learner’s character in oneDay) is provided with opportunities for reflection in  
episode 5. this event is used to teach and assess critical thinking and problem-solving.

Figure 5. throughout the simulation, emma (the learner’s character in oneDay) collects information relative  
to her strategy recommendation and learning progress is provided, as shown in this example from episode 2.
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The OneDay Strategy Simulation  
is organized into six interactive  
learning episodes plus an epilogue.

learners assume the role of emma, a young employee for north South Airlines, as she navigates  
through the world trying to help her company find a new strategy based on analysis of external 
forces. This episode takes place within various locations within the San francisco Airport.

the theme of Episode 1 is “Assignment and External Context.” learners are asked to think 
about the following in a broad way:

     •  What is the problem?

     •  What is the context?

     •  Who are our customers and competitors? (Qualitative)

     •  What is the basic strategic process I should follow?

in this episode, learners learn about and are assessed on their ability to understand the following:

     •  The basics of strategic thinking

     •  How to develop a business growth strategy

     •  Digital reinvention and strategy

     •  The roots of organic growth

     •  The five stages of the strategic management process

     •  The intersection of business models, business strategy, and innovation

     •  How to evaluate business strategy

     •  Different hierarchical levels of strategy

     •  The five forces of strategy

     •  Cost-based strategies vs. differentiation-based strategies

in addition, learners learn about (and are assessed on) these real-world skills:

     •  How to analyze qualitative and quantitative information

     •  How to identify the most pressing problems facing the company

     •  How to identify all possible sources of information available

     •  How to be direct in asking pointed questions to understand critical information

     •  How to have discussions that lead to a positive experience and result in making new contacts

1EPiSODE
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Figure 6. emma (the learner’s character in oneDay) seeks the opinions from a frontline employee in  
episode 1. this interaction is used to teach and assess communications and teamwork.

Figure 7. emma (the learner’s character in oneDay) receives encouragement and coaching from characters 
within the simulation, as shown by this scene in episode 2. this event is used to teach and assess feedback.
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learners continue in their role as emma, gathering additional information about how to help 
north South Airlines implement a new strategy. This episode takes place within various locations 
of nSA’s back offices in San francisco Airport.

the theme of Episode 2 is “Operational Opportunities and Constraint.” learners are asked to 
think about the following in a broad way:

     •  What is happening internally in the firm?

     •  What is the operational view?

     •  What are my strategic options?

     •  What are my strategic constraints?

in this episode, learners learn about and are assessed on their ability to understand the following:

     •  First Mover advantage

     •  Fast Follower strategies

     •  Blue Ocean strategies

     •  SWOT

     •  Resources vs. capabilities

     •  Low-cost vs differentiation

     •  Mission/Vision

     •  Five Forces

     •  Why strategy is everyone’s job

     •  The six types of successful acquisitions

     •  How to properly test your strategy

     •  The economic essentials of digital strategy

in addition, leaners also learn about (and are assessed on) these real-world skills:

     •  How to analyze qualitative and quantitative information

     •  How to identify all possible sources of information available

     •  How to have discussions that lead to a positive experience and result in making new contacts

     •  How to investigate and learn new information

     •  How to evaluate reports quickly to draw the right conclusions

2EPiSODE
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learners continue in their role as emma, gathering additional information about how to help 
north South Airlines implement a new strategy. This episode takes place within various locations 
on an nSA flight from San francisco to los Angeles.

the theme of Episode 3 is “Strategic Options and Quantitative Support.” learners are asked 
to think about the following in a broad way:

     •  How can I expand my strategic options?

     •  What are the various concepts I need to know?

     •  What quantitative data is available to help me?

     •  How can I prioritize what I have learned?

     •  How can I form an initial strategic hypothesis?

in this episode, learners learn about and are measured on their ability to understand the following:

     •  SWOT

     •  International expansion

     •  Competitive advantage

     •  Long term performance

     •  Diversification

     •  Why dominating your category can be a flawed strategy

     •  Digital strategy across industries

     •  How to build trust while cutting costs

     •  Principles of strategy through execution

     •  Balancing profitability and performance

in addition, leaners also learn about (and are assessed on) these real-world skills:

     •  How to fit available strategies with what you have learned

     •  How to analyze qualitative and quantitative information

     •  How to identify all possible sources of information available

     •  How to have discussions that lead to a positive experience and result in making new contacts

     •  How to investigate and learn new information

     •  How to evaluate reports quickly to draw the right conclusions

3EPiSODE
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Figure 8. emma (the learner’s character in oneDay) interacts with north South airlines (nSa) customers to 
gather their perspectives and incorporate that knowledge when forming a strategy, as shown in this scene 
 from episode 3. this interaction is used to teach and assess customer engagement and communications.

Figure 9. emma (the learner’s character in oneDay) follows up with a north South airlines passenger  
to dig deeper into the customer experience. this interaction is used to teach and assess communications 
and the importance of follow-up.
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learners continue in their role as emma, gathering additional information about how to help 
north South Airlines identify a new strategy. This episode takes place on a taxi ride between  
los Angeles airport and nSA’s headquarters.

the theme of Episode 4 is “Hypothesis testing and follow Up.” learners are asked to think 
about the following in a broad way:

     •  How can I test my hypotheses?

     •  How can I ask appropriate follow up questions?

     •  How can I assess the feasibility of strategic directions?

     •  How can I demonstrate strategic understanding?

in this episode, learners learn about and are measured on their ability to understand the following:

     •  International expansion

     •  Managing stakeholders

     •  Triple bottom line

     •  Implementation

     •  Business vs. corporate strategy

     •  Business level strategy risks

     •  Tangible vs. intangible resources

     •  Resources and capabilities

     •  Outsourcing

     •  Competitive response

     •  Diversification

     •  Acquisitions

in addition, leaners also learn about (and are assessed on) these real-world skills:

     •  How to choose appropriate actions for available strategies

     •  How to reconcile available strategies with what you have learned

     •  How to analyze qualitative and quantitative information

     •  How to identify all possible sources of information available

     •  How to have discussions that lead to a positive experience and result in making new contacts

     •  How to investigate and learn new information

     •  How to evaluate reports quickly to draw the right conclusions

4EPiSODE
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learners continue to play emma, gathering additional information about how to help north South  
Airlines implement a new strategy. This episode takes place entirely within nSA headquarters.

the theme of Episode 5 is “feasibility and implementation.” learners are asked to think about 
the following in a broad way:

     •  How can I connect concepts to strategies?

     •  How can I further test my hypothesis?

     •   How can I get more concrete about the “how’s” 
of enacting strategy?

     •  How can I gather and assess potential actions?

in this episode, learners learn about and are assessed on their ability to understand all concepts 
previously introduced in the simulation. in addition, leaners also learn about (and are measured 
on) these real-world skills:

     •  How to align strategic concepts with potential strategies

     •  How to choose appropriate actions for available strategies

     •  How to fit available strategies with what you have learned

     •  How to analyze qualitative and quantitative information

     •  How to identify all possible sources of information available

     •  How to have discussions that lead to a positive experience and result in making new contacts

     •  How to investigate and learn new information

     •  How to evaluate reports quickly to draw the right conclusions

5EPiSODE

Figure 10. in episode 5, emma (the learner’s character in oneDay) starts to form her strategy 
recommendations based on the learnings and interactions from the previous episodes. this activity 
is used to teach and assess critical thinking and problem-solving in forming strategy.
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learners continue to play emma, gathering additional information about how to help north  
South Airlines discover a new strategy. This episode takes place entirely within the library at  
nSA headquarters.

the theme of Episode 6 is “Communicating Strategy.” learners are asked to think about the  
following in a broad way:

     •  How can I make my final strategic choice?

     •  How can I build a supporting argument for my choice?

     •  How can I assess the needs of my audience?

     •  How can I communicate my strategy?

     •  How can I communicate my action plan?

     •  How can I develop a contingency plan?

     •  How can I respond productively to feedback? 

in this episode, learners learn about and are measured on their ability to understand all  
concepts previously introduced in the simulation.

in addition, learners also learn about (and are assessed on) these real-world skills:

     •  How to fit strategic concepts to potential strategies

     •  How to fit available strategies to appropriate actions

     •  How to fit available strategies with what you’ve learned

     •  How to analyze qualitative and quantitative information

6EPiSODE
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Figure 11. emma (the learner’s character in oneDay) prepares a presentation on a recommended strategy in  
episode 6. this activity is used to teach and assess critical thinking and communications in forming strategy.

Figure 7. emma (the learner’s character in oneDay) receives encouragement and coaching from characters 
within the simulation, as shown by this scene in episode 2. this event is used to teach and assess feedback.
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in Epiosde 7, Emma receives feedback regarding her performance and the strategy she recommended.

7EPiSODEePIlOGUe

Figure 13. in episode 7, the epilogue, emma (the learner’s character in oneDay), receives feedback  
from the ceo of north South airlines regarding the presentation of the chosen strategy.
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Professor John beck

The CreATOr Of OneDAY 

       Dr. John Beck developed the I-l-X platform and wrote the OneDay simulation.  
       John earned his B.A. in east Asian Studies and Sociology summa cum laude  
       from harvard University, and was the first graduate of harvard’s integrative  
       Ph.D. program in Organizational Behavior.

       After designing and teaching courses at harvard, John’s academic career has  
       been a constant search for (and attempt to create) a “great university educational 
       experience” while working as a professor, administrator, trustee, and senior  
       advisor for twenty top ranked institutions on four continents. he has taught  
       in a half-dozen disciplines.

John has taught and/or held leadership positions at several universities including harvard, UClA, USC,  
Thunderbird, hult International, Arizona State, the lee Kwan Yew School of Public Policy (Singapore), 
IMD (Switzerland), IPADe (Mexico), Ivey Business School (Canada), eSMT (Germany), and in Japan:  
Doshisha, Globis, and International University of Japan. he was the originator of The economist’s  
Business Professor of the Year award.

While still in his doctoral program, he joined Michael Porter’s Monitor Group as a full-time strategy  
consultant and served as senior advisor to Monitor’s CeO for the next two decades. he was Director of 
International research at Accenture and a senior advisor at Jump Associates. he has counseled dozens 
of corporate CeOs, presidents, and prime ministers around the world. In Cambodia, for example, he 
served as the senior strategic advisor to the first democratically elected prime minister for several years 
and helped draft the country’s constitution.

John has authored hundreds of articles and ten books, including critically acclaimed, best-selling works 
The Attention economy, The Kids Are Alright, and Good vs. Good. his books have been translated into 
eleven languages. he has appeared on Cnn, CBS evening news, BBC, fox news, and nPr. Dr. Beck  
has been quoted and cited in The Wall Street Journal, The economist, The financial Times, The new York 
Times, and other leading outlets.
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CASE StUDiES

“ We’re educating future 

leaders for both the public 

and private sectors. I think 

the quality of thinking and 

the quality of integrating 

intellectual skills with  

socioemotional skills,  

including self-management, 

are so utterly important.”
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Olaf J. Groth, Ph.D.
Professor of Practice - Strategy, innovation, Economics 
& futures 
Hult international business School
CEO, Cambrian.ai

hUlT InTernATIOnAl BUSIneSS SChOOl

                            Peregrine Global Services: 
                            I want to begin by obtaining your perspectives on the initial  
                            work that you did with the use of OneDay at hult International  
                            Business School. Why did you consider using the OneDay  
                            simulation at Hult in your business strategy courses?

                            Dr. Olaf Groth: 
                            This was initially based on my friendship with Dr. John Beck,  
                            the creator of OneDay. John exposed me to the concept  
early on as he was developing the simulation. Although I had the initial reaction that many other 
professors have about how the simulation could possibly replace me, I knew that John was onto 
something with his approach towards creating the simulation.

In business schools, we are still teaching in a 19th Century industrialization mode. We need the help 
of technologies to make our teaching more customized and personalized for today’s students. 
I am used to dealing with disruption on the job. let’s embrace it and learn from it, and let’s see how 
my role as a faculty member needs to morph to be sustainable.

Any kind of simulation tool that would help me do that was welcomed. John and I started talking 
about the current limitations of simulations and how they’re really not life-like, they’re really not 
self-guided, and they’re not smart in any way in terms of different learning styles. John really 
opened my eyes to the potential of this type of learning using an experiential learning simulation.

I was convinced that this could be highly impactful. OneDay could be a great way to get my toes 
wet with simulations and help promote this kind of learning to my colleagues.

Peregrine Global Services: 
I know that you are very passionate about quality in higher education. Why is quality important and 
what are some of the specific ways that you teach to help promote quality?

Dr. Olaf Groth: 
We’re educating future leaders for both the public and private sectors. I think the quality of thinking 
and the quality of integrating intellectual skills with socioemotional skills, including self-management, 
are so utterly important. I feel very strongly that you must bring that to bear in a project-based 
learning type environment where you’re forced to not only bring your intellectual skills to the table, 
but also your socioemotional, management, and the integration of personal and professional lives. 
That’s really what this simulation does. I think quality has a lot to do with a high-caliber, life-like 
learning situation, especially in very applied fields like business.
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“ If we’re serious 

about educating 

business practitioners 

and really having  

an impact, then it’s 

a no brainer, right?”

And, of course, it also has to do with helping students in a customized, personalized way. A simulation 
like OneDay allows me to delegate some of the raw content, frameworks, and learning theory so I 
can focus on coaching and counseling the students in a parallel track.

In real life, you often don’t get a second shot, and if you get that second shot, it better be performed 
 in a very high-quality way. It’s both being demanding, and it’s giving the right empowerment 
coaching to the students from the sidelines.

Those are the three elements of high-quality higher education: integration, realism, and student 
coaching.

Peregrine Global Services: 
how do you overcome the resistance of course faculty with such disruptive changes in the  
classroom using a simulation as a teaching approach?

    Dr. Olaf Groth: 
    Initially, I was one of those faculty members resisting the change,  
    and John and I talked about this a lot. John talked me into an  
    experiment to evaluate the utility of the OneDay simulation. I also  
    got a call from my CeO at hult, who wanted me to return to london to  
    test the simulation in the classroom by seeing if the simulation could  
    teach many of the concepts of strategy as well as us professors. 
    I stood back and asked the same question that every faculty member  
    asks: Will such technology replace me?

    After all, it’s coming, and you can’t run away, right? It’s going to  
    happen. The idea that a single stakeholder group can singlehandedly 
hold up advances in higher education given the pressures we’re under now is ludicrous. frankly, we 
are looking at a substantial crisis of higher education affordability, debt levels, etc. The idea that 
we could block that and call ourselves educators is, to me, is preposterous. I had to overcome my 
hurdles, and that was the first step.

The second step that I think we all need to take is to understand that the use of the simulation  
automates a lot of the stuff that, frankly, isn’t as fun doing in the classroom anyway, such as  
standing there and rattling off concepts and theories. It’s probably not teaching if you’re really just 
there to repeat routine tasks over and over, cash your paycheck, and go home. That’s not satisfying 
to me, and I think most professors would probably concur.

Thus, it’s the realization that OneDay actually allows you to teach things that are much more fulfilling 
and fun. Those are the more interactive elements, the more personalized elements where you can 
have a one-on-one impact on somebody’s life and somebody’s efficacy in a leadership role. That’s 
really what it comes down to.

It’s those two or three realizations. If we’re serious about educating business practitioners and really 
having an impact, then it’s a no brainer, right?
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“ In the simulation, there are many 

strategic decisions that must be 

made under time pressure, and 

that’s the way it is in real life.” 

Peregrine Global Services: 
You said something earlier regarding the role of the faculty as a coach or a mentor as well as a 
teacher of concepts. The simulation teaches the concepts to the students, which allows the course 
professor to focus on their role as a coach to expand on workplace application. how do you see the 
use of OneDay facilitating that approach?

Dr. Olaf Groth: 
It’s not as though the “sage on the stage” is no longer required or demanded. We always give that 
a bad name when we try to talk about coaching and mentoring, but I think there is clearly a role for 
thought-leadership when you’re on the podium. Many times, my students have told me that they 
want to hear my perspectives. Too much flipped classroom isn’t healthy either. Students want to 
hear what you are thinking, and they want to hear it from me directly. Using the simulation allows 
that time on the podium to be more like a keynote or a lightning talk where you can share the po-
tency of your intellectual brain. The key is to guide people using life and learning experiences that 
are very job-like.

Professors must be able to put things into a human,  
interpersonal perspective. I think that’s really the  
essence of the value proposition.

Peregrine Global Services: 
What feedback from the students did you get on  
their use of the OneDay simulation? What did they  
learn, and did you see any “ah ha” moments?

Dr. Olaf Groth: 
Yes, of course. I saw students grow in their ability to make strategic decisions in a time-sensitive 
situation. Students learned to appreciate good time management and the importance of interacting 
with others within the simulation to gain insights into the decision-making requirements. In the 
simulation, there are many strategic decisions that must be made under time pressure, and that’s 
the way it is in real life.

I also saw thoroughness and synthesis capability that you must bring to bear in strategic business 
decisions – digesting and synthesizing a lot of different information that’s coming at you. I think 
most students felt that they learned a lot and that it was worth the experience.
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Peregrine Global Services: 
Unlike most simulations where students work in student-based teams and assume roles in senior 
positions like the CeO or CfO, the student’s character in OneDay is that of emma, a junior member 
of the corporation who is assigned this task of developing a competitive strategy. Based on what 
you saw with your students, was this approach more effective at replicating a real-life situation that 
a student would face?

Dr. Olaf Groth: 
Yes, I know what you mean. I think the students appreciated that this was more lifelike in terms of 
somebody calling on them from higher up on an important project. Emma might be a step or two 
ahead of me right now, but that call could come... if not next year, then maybe in three or four years, 
and I better get ready for it. Thus, it was more approachable and accessible than your regular C-level 
persona of most simulations.

Peregrine Global Services: 
Where do you see the future in higher education with a simulation like OneDay?

Dr. Olaf Groth: 
I think there is tremendous potential for something like this. We are getting to true machine learning 
with this simulation, which will significantly impact students and learning. We all must embrace this 
change if we are to truly enhance the quality of higher education.

Olaf is the founder and CeO of global technology and economy thinktank Cambrian futures and  
solution concept development firm Cambrian Designs. he serves as professional faculty for strategy, 
technology, business and public policy at UC Berkeley’s haas School of Business, and professor of 
practice for strategy, innovation, economics and futures at hult International Business School where he 
teaches across campuses in the US, europe, Middle east, and China. he is a member of the Global expert 
Network at the World Economic Forum, Visiting Scholar at UC Berkeley’s Roundtable on the International 
economy (BrIe, founded by laura Tyson) and its program Work with Intelligent Tools & Systems (WITS).

Olaf has 25 years of experience as a strategic executive and adviser, building strategies and ventures 
across 30+ countries for multinationals (Boeing, Chevron, ferrari, Phillips 66, q-Cells, qualcomm,  
Siemens, Vodafone, etc.), startups and private equity firms, foundations (Germany, Kenya, etc.) and 
governments (USA, UAe, Caribbean, etc.). This includes four years at Monitor Group’s Global Business 
network (GBn), the world’s premier strategic foresight and innovation advisory firm during an equally 
turbulent time (2007-2011).

Olaf is co-author of Solomon’s Code: humanity in a World of Thinking Machines, and of the potentially 
forthcoming book The Great remobilization — reinventing the Post-Pandemic World. he is a frequent 
contributor to media outlets like WIreD, financial Times, The hill, harvard Business review (USA,  
Germany, france, Italia), California Management review, quartz, fOCUS, Die Zeit, World economic  
forum, huffington Post, Peter Drucker forum, lSe, Today’s CfO, Thunderbird International Business  
review, World financial review, european Business review, roubini econoMonitor, Duke Ce Dialogue, 
nPr, ZDf, and ArD.

Olaf holds PhD & MAlD degrees in international affairs with business, economics and technology focus 
from the fletcher School of Diplomacy at Tufts University, MAIPS & BA degrees with economics focus 
from Middlebury Institute of International Studies at Monterey. he studied negotiation at harvard, economics 
at Georgetown, finance at Berkeley, and strategic leadership at the Center for Creative leadership.
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“ I think there is tremendous potential for something like this.”
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“ Using an interactive, story-based 

simulation like OneDay in which 

the students adopt an avatar 

works well in meeting today’s 

students where they are at as 

Digital Natives.”
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William S. lightfoot, Ph. D.
Dean, School of business, University College
Southern New Hampshire University

SOUTHERN NEW HAMPSHIRE UNIVERSITy

              Peregrine Global Services: 
              Why do you assess student learning outcomes beyond  
              the specific accreditation requirements?

              Dr. bill lightfoot: 
              Our mission at Southern new hampshire University  
              compels us to help our students be successful. This is  
              in life and career — so in addition to making sure we  
align with accreditation requirements, we also want to capture data and information that help us 
determine if we are putting students on the pathway to success. We capture data related to the use 
of high impact practices, career placement and salary data, as well as wellness data. This helps us to 
take a more holistic view of the overall educational experience in alignment with our mission.

Peregrine Global Services: 
how did you used OneDay to help you with your  
assessment and learning needs?

Dr. bill lightfoot: 
We used OneDay in several courses to help us determine  
if the use of an interactive simulation would better meet  
our students where they are at as digital natives. Based  
on our data, we had concerns that our students were  
not putting sufficient effort into preparing for courses.  
We know from our overall assessment that they don’t  
read texts or other assigned readings in as much detail or to the depth that many faculty would 
prefer. By using OneDay, we not only required students to prepare for their classes, but we also 
found that students were more engaged, and actually enjoyed the simulation overall. OneDay tells a 
story using an avatar that the students adopt as their own. This proved to be a very powerful  
approach with over 70% of the students clearly referring to the avatar in the first person in their  
episodic reflection papers.

Peregrine Global Services: 
Please give us a specific example of a change you made in the academic program as a consequence 
of your results.

Dr. bill lightfoot: 
We have redesigned both our capstone undergraduate business course, as well as the foundation 
courses for the MBA program, in part based on what we have learned from our use of both OneDay 
and leveling modules that we embedded in the 3 courses. We have also revised our overall business 
core — in part based on the specific data from the Peregrine Academic assessments that showed 
we needed to make a comprehensive change to our core. The core is a 30-credit course sequence 
that all business students (regardless of major) take as a part of their degree program.
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required students to prepare  

for their classes, but we also  

found that students were more 

engaged, and actually enjoyed  

the simulation overall.” 
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Peregrine Global Services: 
how did your use of OneDay fit within the broader institutional requirements for assessment and 
quality assurance?

Dr. bill lightfoot: 
Using an interactive, story-based simulation like OneDay in which the students adopt an avatar 
works well in meeting today’s students where they are at as Digital natives. Many students grow  
up playing avatar-based games — so adapting this modality to our focus on preparing the next 
generation of entrepreneurs and business leaders seems like a logical approach. Our initial results 
from the pilot suggest that we are on the right path. As we continue to transform our pedagogical 
model, we are seeking additional ways in which we may better integrate OneDay into our curricula.

Peregrine Global Services: 
How you promote a culture of quality within your academic institution?

Dr. bill lightfoot: 
A culture of quality is really a shared commitment to continuous improvement with a focus on our 
shared mission. We use a lot of data to make sure our programs and institution are fulfilling our  
mission. Within the School of Business, we use the results of surveys, exams, and other forms of  
assessment to review our programs, our faculty, and the overall performance of the school, looking 
for ways in which we can adapt and improve to a constantly changing world.

faculty, Deans, and Department chairs will analyze the results from Peregrine’s reports to focus on  
specific subjects that we may need to review in more detail. Similarly, as we have put additional effort 
into experiential education, we use nSSe (national Student Survey of engagement) data to compare 
our high impact practices with those of our peer groups regionally and nationally. By sharing this  
information regularly and widely and using the data to make decisions that will improve the quality 
of our education, we are promoting a culture of continuous improvement within our school.

Peregrine Global Services: 
What prompted you to explore a different approach to student learning?

Dr. bill lightfoot: 
We were trying to find a way to get our students more engaged in their own learning. We had some 
data from nSSe on student engagement that showed that the amount of time that our students 
were spending outside of class and preparing for class was declining. The information suggested 
that students did not see the relevance in putting in time outside of class. We wanted to experiment 
with new approaches that would result in better student engagement with their own learning.

Peregrine Global Services: 
How did you go about incorporating OneDay into the curriculum?

Dr. bill lightfoot: 
We chose three different courses as a part of the initial thrust of using OneDay along with specific 
academic leveling modules related to the course learning outcomes: business finance, organizational 
behavior, and a strategy course. We had to make certain adaptations based on the nature of the 
courses, but across the board in all three courses, it worked very well in that it allowed the students 
to take ownership of their learning and to learn at their own pace.
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Peregrine Global Services: 
How did the students respond?

Dr. bill lightfoot: 
The approach worked well for individuals, and yet they still felt that they were part of a team  
environment. They could learn from each other and share what they learned. What evolved during 
the OneDay experiencewas that the students were peer coaching each other.

Peregrine Global Services: 
How did you measure learning effectiveness?

Dr. bill lightfoot: 
In about 70% of the 150 reflection papers written over the course of the 6 OneDay episodes, the 
students used the word “I” when talking about their experience in the simulation. The students 
adopted the persona of the simulation’s character, emma. That told me that we were meeting 
students where they are at – they were comfortable with adopting a persona, and I thought that 
was extremely powerful. I had not seen that before in over 25 years of teaching.

Peregrine Global Services: 
What was the educational impact of using the OneDay strategy simulation?

Dr. bill lightfoot: 
One student perhaps summed it up best:

        I don’t like education. I’ve only ever gone because my parents forced me to. On top of that,  
I don’t like simulations. I’m not a game player, so when I was in a class that had a simulation, 
I was not excited at all. I was very upset. By the 3rd episode of this simulation, however, I 
realized that I was enjoying education for one of the first times in my life. I was learning  
and I didn’t want the simulation to end. for the first time in my life, I felt like I was actually 
learning something important by taking this class.

That is the kind of quote that honestly, as an educator, keeps drawing me back in.
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“ What evolved during the OneDay experience was 

that the students were peer coaching each other.”

Dr. Bill lightfoot brings to the table over 15 years of global senior leadership experience, including seven 
years overseas in multicultural organizations. Building off a career in sales, marketing, and product  
management in factory automation, he has served as a Dean or Associate Dean at several universities   
in the U.S. as well as in europe.

Bill most recently served as Managing Director of Village Inc. Africa, where he developed a new business 
model for driving economic development in rural communities. he has also served as Dean of Brenau 
University’s College of Business and Mass Communication and as Associate Dean of Graduate Programs, 
Institutional Advancement, and Strategic Planning at the International University of Monaco. he has also 
helped found several companies and social ventures in the US, europe, and Africa.

Dr. lightfoot is currently the Dean for the School of Business at the University College, Southern new 
hampshire University. Dr. lightfoot earned his B.S. in electrical engineering from Bucknell University before 
moving on to earn his MBA in General Management from the University of north Carolina. he also earned 
his Ph.D. in Organization and Management from Capella University and possesses a CCMP (Certified Change 
Management Professional) Certificate from the Association of Chance Management Professionals.
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OneDay develops the professional knowledge, critical thinking, quantitative reasoning, and soft 
skills (time management, communications, teamwork, customer service, etc.) necessary for  
diagnosing operational challenges and applying appropriate business strategy. The experiential 
learning simulation includes a combination of assigned readings, quizzes, and simulation.

The purpose of OneDay is to learn, develop, and apply the professional knowledge and soft  
skills associated with strategy in the workplace. In higher education, OneDay is used in both 
undergraduate and graduate education to teach and assess skills. for businesses and agencies, 
OneDay is designed for employees who are relatively new to business operations to teach them the 
foundations of applied business strategy so that they can be a more successful employee.

the learning outcomes for OneDay are as follows.

 At the conclusion of this simulation, learners will be able to:

      1. Model time management within a business setting.

      2. recognize operational opportunities and constraints.

      3. formulate strategic options and quantitative support for strategic options.

      4. Conduct hypothesis testing and follow-up.

      5. Conduct feasibility and implementation analysis.

      6. Communicate strategy to key stakeholders.

learning outcomes are assessed within OneDay based on the scores obtained from 66  
assessment items that are embedded within the simulation.

      episode 1: Ten assessment items (learning Outcome #1)

      episode 2: eleven assessment items (learning Outcome #2)

      episode 3: Ten assessment items (learning Outcome #3)

      episode 4: eleven assessment items (learning Outcome #4)

      episode 5: eight assessment items (learning Outcome #5)

      episode 6: Sixteen assessment items (learning Outcome #6)

each of the 66 assessment items is mapped to one or more skill area, including strategy formation, 
business acumen, critical thinking/problem-solving, decision-making, communications, teamwork, 
customer engagement, and professionalism.

each episode has an external quiz that is presented within the learning management system for 
OneDay. The quizzes are based on the assigned readings and learnings from the OneDay episodes.
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OneDay has seven episodes, including six assessed episodes and an epilogue. each of the assessed episodes 
contributes a weighted amount to the total score as shown in Table 1. learners are encouraged to complete 
episodes multiple times; only the highest overall episode score will count towards their final score.

It is important to keep in mind when analyzing learner results that learners are expected to learn strategic 
principles and behaviors through trial and error. The more times they play, the better these concepts are 
ingrained. Only an individual’s best single episode scores are used to determine the learner’s total score. 
When analyzing individual learner results and grading performance, the results should be compared to the 
average cohort total score and the aggregate averages.

Figure 14. the learner’s Dashboard in oneDay showing the results for an episode. the learner is  
encouraged to replay the episode to improve scores.

Figure 15. an example of an end-of-episode assessment summary that is presented to a oneDay learner.
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ePISODe 1
The main scoring elements for episode 1 are based upon how learners interact with simulation  
characters and gather information. A key component to this is selecting correct learnings from  
reports and interactions with characters and objects. The scoring for episode 1 is shown in Table 2.

Scoring Element Numerator Denominator Episode Score %

learning Selection 
rate - characters

interaction rate -  
characters

learning Selection  
rate - internet articles

Business cards received

learning Selection  
rate - articles

interaction rate -  
articles

Directness rate

end of episode test

number of correctly 
selected learnings

number of characters 
interacted with

number of correctly 
selected answers

number of business  
cards received

number of correctly  
selected learnings

number of articles 
interacted with

number of potential  
direct conversation  

starters

number of correct 
answers

number of correct  
learnings available

number of characters 
available

number of answers  
available

number of business  
cards available

number of correct  
learnings available

number of articles  
available

number of possible  
conversation starters

number of correct 
answers available

20%

5%

15%

10%

15%

10%

5%

20%

table 2. oneDay episode 1 scoring.
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Episode theme % of total Score

episode 1

episode 2

episode 3

episode 4

episode 5

episode 6

assignment and external context

operational opportunities and constraint

Strategic options and Quantitative Support

Hypothesis testing and Follow up

Feasibility and implementation

communicating Strategy

10%

10%

15%

15%

20%

30%

table 1. the percent of the total score based on the episode results for oneDay.



ePISODe 2
The main scoring elements for episode 2 are based upon how learners interact with characters and 
gather information, much like episode 1. The scoring for episode 2 is shown in Table 3.

Episode Score %

20%

20%

15%

20%

10%

15%

Scoring Element Numerator Denominator

learning Selection 
rate - characters

learning Selection  
rate - reports

collectables received

concept Quizzes

Business cards  
received

end of episode test

number of correctly 
selected learnings

number of correctly 
selected learnings

number of  
collectables received

correct answers on  
concept quizzes

number of business  
cards received

number of correct  
answers

number of correct  
learnings available

number of correct 
learnings available

number of possible

number of concept  
quizzes

number of business  
cards available

number of correct  
answers available

table 3. oneDay episode 2 scoring.
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ePISODe 3
The main scoring elements for episode 3 are taking the learnings gathered in this episode to prioritize 
the strategies. The scoring for episode 3 is shown in Table 4.

table 4. oneDay episode 3 scoring.

Scoring Element Numerator Denominator Episode Score %

learning Selection 
rate - characters

learning Selection  
rate - reports

concept Quizzes

Business cards received

tentative Strategy 
prioritization

interaction rate -  
articles

Strategy matching  
with learnings

number of correctly 
selected learnings

number of correctly 
selected learnings

correct answers on 
concept quizzes

number of business  
cards received

number of advanced  
report learnings  

selected

number of correct  
learnings available

120 correct learnings

number of concept 
quizzes

number of business  
cards available

number of advanced  
report learnings  

available

15%

20%

15%

10%

10%

5%

25%

each strategy has a value of somewhere 
between zero and 100. the top 5 strategies 
selected by the player are added up, then 

subtracted from the highest possible  
combination of 5 strategies, then a percentage 
value is derived with the first as the numerator 
and the second as the denominator. However, 

the scores of each of the 2-5th ranked  
strategies are discounted.

[Strategy-learnings compatibility Score]
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ePISODe 4
The main scoring elements for episode 4 include matching actions and learnings to strategies. It also 
emphasizes the importance of asking quality questions. The scoring for episode 4 is shown in Table 5.

table 5. oneDay episode 4 scoring.

Scoring Element Numerator Denominator Episode Score %

Question Quality

learning Selection  
rate - reports

Quiz Dialogues from  
taxi Driver & tv Show

tentative Strategy  
prioritization

Selected Strategy  
matching with actions

implied Strategy 
matching with  

learnings

average quality of  
questions selected

number of correctly 
selected learnings

average quality of  
questions selected

total number of  
questions asked

number of correct  
learnings available

total number of  
questions asked

20%

15%

15%

20%

15%

15%

each strategy has a value of somewhere 
between zero and 100. For the strategies that 
are selected as the player’s top 5 strategies, 
those values are added up, then subtracted 
from the highest possible combination of 5 

strategies, then a percentage value is derived 
with the first as the numerator and the  

second as the denominator. However, the 
scores of each of the 2-5th ranked strategies 

are discounted (2nd = 95%, 3rd = 90%,  
4th = 85%, 5th = 80%).

For each ranked strategy by the player, add 
up the numbers of their implied rankings 
(1st = 1, 2nd = 2, etc.). take the sum of the 

differences between the implied rankings 
and the actual rankings. then subtract that 
number from 60 (the worst possible score = 

14+13+12+11+10), and then divide by 60  
(the range of possible scores).

each learning has an associated strategy  
score. those scores will be added up to  

produce a ranked list of strategies. the player 
then ranks the strategies. For each ranked  

strategy by the player, add up the numbers of 
their implied rankings (1st = 1, 2nd = 2, etc.). take 
the sum of those rankings and subtract 15 (the 

best possible score). then subtract that number 
from 65 (the worst possible score), and then 
divide by 50 (the range of possible scores).
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ePISODe 5
The main scoring elements for episode 5 are action quality and quantity. has the learner collected 
enough actions and identified properly which actions promote their strategy? The scoring for Episode 
5 is shown in Table 6.

table 6. oneDay episode 5 scoring.

Scoring Element Numerator Denominator Episode Score %

Strategy - executive  
Selection Quality

executive Question 
Quality

learning Selection  
rate - reports

action Quality

action Quantity

adding up all the scores 
of the strategy-executive 
combinations selected

number of good  
questions asked

number of correctly 
selected learnings

actions collected

Highest possible strategy 
executive scores of the 

executives (135)

total number of  
questions asked

number of correct  
learnings available

total number of actions

30%

30%

5%

10%

25%

average score on the prioritization attempts 
within the episode, which is the action- 

strategy points selected for top five actions 
of the top two strategies divided by the  

maximum possible score.
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ePISODe 6
The main scoring elements for episode 6 are making sure learnings, actions, problems, and concepts 
all match the selected strategy. These all relate to how the learner would present the strategy to  
the CeO. The scoring for episode 6 is shown in Table 7.

table 7. oneDay episode 6 scoring.

Scoring Element Numerator Denominator Episode 
Score %

Strategy  
Selection

Strategy 
Statements

problem -  
learning Sorting

problem  
importance Score

learning  
importance Score

“right number” Score  
on problems and  

learning Statements

problem  
importance Score

learning  
importance Score

action Weighting 
Score

number of statements 
sorted into the  

correct category

Sum of strategy -  
learning scores for the 

top eight problems

Sum of strategy -  
learning scores for the  

top eight learnings

Deviation from the  
correct number of  

problems and learnings

Sum of strategy -  
learning scores for  

the top eight problems

number of potential  
direct conversation  

starters

total number 
of statements

number of answers  
available

maximum possible  
score for the top eight 

learnings selected

correct number of  
problems and learnings

maximum possible  
score for the top eight 

problems selected

maximum possible  
score for the top eight 

learnings selected

15%

10%

5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

Ep.
Sec.

6.1

6.1

6.2

6.2

6.2

6.3

6.3

6.3

6.3
100% - [Sum of difference between chosen  
action weightings and weightings implied  

by action selection]

the selected strategy statement is rated  
by a formula

Students receive the assigned score for a  
particular strategy when that strategy is selected
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table 7 continued.

Episode 
Score %

5%

7.5%

7.5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

Scoring Element Numerator Denominator

action Fit  
Score

action importance 
Score

matching Strategies  
& concepts

Question  
importance Score

answering  
concerns Score

lead paragraph  
Score

end paragraph  
Score

Sum of action - learnings 
scores for that strategy

Sum of action -  
learnings scores for 
that strategy for the 
top half of actions

Sum of strategy -  
concept scores  
selected for the  
top 5 strategies

Score of questions  
selected

number of relevant  
answers selected

Score of lead paragraph 
statements selected

Score of end paragraph 
statements selected

maximum  
possible score

maximum  
possible score

maximum  
score possible

maximum  
possible score

total number of answers 
possible to select

maximum  
possible score

maximum  
possible score

Ep.
Sec.

6.4

6.4

6.5

6.5

6.5

6.6

6.6
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ePISODe 7

Upon completion of OneDay, learners receive a report of their results as shown in figure 16. The 
learner report shows the various scores obtained in each episode and the final score obtained from 
the best episode scores.

Course professors track and report learner results through an administrative site that shows the 
progress and results of each learner assigned to the course. Course professors view the information 
from the dashboard and can export the results to excel. Such results include the time spent within 
the episode, the scores on each item, the episode scores, and the total scores.

Figure 16. a section of the learner’s report from oneDay. the learner receives their total oneDay score,  
the episode-by-episode scores, and the item scores for each episode completion. the total score is based 
on the best scores obtained for each episode. Scoring is relative, e. g. a score >=65 is considered a good 
or acceptable score. typically, course professors grade students as pass/fail based on completion of  
the simulation — if a student completes the simulation, the student passes the simulation.

AnAlYZInG leArner AnD leArnInG reSUlTS
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ePISODe 7
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The WAY fOrWArD
Teaching critical thinking and strategy requires leaners to not only learn the information but more 
importantly, to do activities that transform that information into knowledge. Through experiential 
learning (or learning through experience), OneDay promotes learning through reflection and action: 
building the business case and presenting that case to decision makers.

Dr. John Beck, a renowned professor, former business school dean, and business and government 
consultant, created the OneDay strategy simulation to provide an engaging approach to developing 
business knowledge through experiential learning for use in both higher education and in industry. 
Dr. Beck tested OneDay with Arizona State University students and at hult International Business 
School. In his research, Dr. Beck found that students performed significantly better on the  
comprehensive final exam when they completed the OneDay strategy simulation compared to  
students who only receive traditional classroom-based instruction.

As indicated by the school leadership team where OneDay was included, graduate students who 
used OneDay early in their program were more motivated and excited about taking ownership of 
their learning in subsequent courses that included only lectures and readings.

for undergraduate students using OneDay in their culminating course, the knowledge and critical 
thinking gains were expressed through scores obtained on end-of-program exams. OneDay 
improved the confidence levels of students, which translates into greater employment success.

for employees taking OneDay to gain business awareness and critical thinking acumen, they were 
able to contribute towards the organization’s mission more quickly.

Peregrine and its partners will be monitoring these trends in the future to quantify impact further 
and will use this information to make any needed improvements with the simulation.
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